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Books


Chapters

Author, 'International Handbook on Shareholders’ Agreements: Regulation, Practice and Comparative Analysis', England and Wales chapter, De Gruyter, 2018

Author, 'Acquisition Finance', Poland chapter, Oxford University Press, 2010

Author, 'Doing Business in Europe', Poland chapter, Sweet & Maxwell, 2005

Contributor, 'Sir William Blair's Encyclopaedia of Banking Law', contributor to Gore-Browne on Companies (Jordans), LexisNexis, 2019

Articles

Co-author, 'Pari passu clauses under common law and Polish law', Banking Law Monitor/Monitor Prawa Bankowego, 2017


Author, ‘Lender Beware: Is there a Benefit to the Beneficiaries of the Trust?’, 10 Journal of Banking and Finance Law and Practice 69, 1999


Events

Lecturer, “Commercial and legal risks in transactions: identification, evaluation and mitigation”, Cambridge University, October 2019

Speaker, "Benchmark rate reform and the transition to risk free rates", LMA Warsaw Training, October 2019

Lecturer, "English contract law for civil lawyers", British Law Centre, Lviv and Kyiv, March 2019

Speaker, "Understanding the syndicate structure", LMA Warsaw Training, October 2018

Lecturer, "English law contract drafting", British Law Centre, University of Warsaw, October 2018